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Secured from collar to conviction™
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No other company offers you so much in public safety storage. From one source. With every solution. For a solid lock on all of your secure storage needs.

At Spacesaver®, we’re a longtime supplier of storage systems for the public safety market, and the #1 manufacturer of high-density mobile storage and shelving products. Now, we also offer you DSM™ products, the North American leader in evidence storage and personnel duty lockers.

Spacesaver is now your premier source for secure public safety storage systems. And the only company that can deliver a comprehensive, customized storage solution for every need.

We offer industry-leading knowledge and expertise. The most complete line of innovative products and solutions available. And a solid commitment to the public safety market.


Now that’s a lock.
A common weak link in the chain of custody of evidence is the interval from when evidence leaves the hands of the person who collected it, until it is properly logged by the evidence technician.

That's why a clear, well-documented chain of custody must be maintained at all times – indisputable proof that evidence has been stored securely and its integrity has been preserved, from the moment it’s seized, presented in court, released or destroyed.

Our DSM evidence lockers provide the utmost security and integrity of evidence preservation and retrieval. And help enable the processes that regulatory agencies look on favorably when assessing your agency for accreditation.

Spacesaver, the preferred choice of law enforcement agencies across North America, ensures your evidence is secure. And your chain of custody – uncompromised.

Even the most airtight evidence is useless if there is reasonable doubt in the chain of custody. Which can easily happen if it loses its integrity due to mishandling or tampering.

DSM Standard Evidence Lockers Designed for safe, secure chain of custody evidence handling, modular evidence lockers come in over 35 standard configurations in both pass-thru and non-pass-thru designs.

DSM A.C.C.E.S.S. 500 ™ Evidence Locker Systems Available in pass-thru and non-pass-thru models, our Audited Computer-Controlled Evidence Storage Systems allow for unattended access to secured evidence 24/7, with on-line monitoring of all locker activity.
High-Density Mobile Storage (HDMS) Systems
Once evidence is logged, Spacesaver HDMS Systems help maintain its integrity indefinitely.

FrameWRX™ Storage Systems
Hang bins, trays and pegs on our modular FrameWRX Storage System’s innovative rail system to maximize storage of a wide variety of evidence-processing supplies. With the flexibility to adapt to changing needs quickly and easily, FrameWRX Storage System provides highly customizable storage.

DSM Evidence Lockers have been redesigned with a new, highly secure locking system and flush-mounted handle.
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DSM Personnel Duty Lockers

Providing generous, 24-inch-deep storage space for larger equipment, personnel duty lockers have a standard coat hanger system (not pictured) to keep uniforms neat and orderly. A recessed Liftlatch System provides years of trouble-free service.

DSM personnel duty lockers, gun lockers and Spacesaver weapons racks provide you with the highest level of storage security.

Our personnel duty lockers feature heavy-gauge steel construction. Many standard configurations. And available options that include bench seating and a ventilation system.

In our gun lockers, firearms are stored safely and securely, yet are always ready for quick, easy access, retrieval and identification. Versatile, space-efficient designs easily accommodate any firearm storage need.

Designed for organized, high-density weapons storage, Spacesaver UWR ™ Storage Systems can be used as stand-alone units or mounted on Spacesaver High-Density Mobile Storage (HDMS) Systems. They are easily incorporated into a complete armory storage room solution.

GUNS AND

There are many factors affecting growth in law enforcement agencies today. The population is booming. Criminal activity will continue to increase. To keep pace, you need storage that’s highly secure and provides maximum storage space efficiency. Ready availability. And easy accessibility.

DSM Gun Lockers

Heavy-duty long gun and accessory cabinets are used by law enforcement agencies throughout North America. Our portable gun boxes minimize the risk of unauthorized use while transporting or storing weapons.
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Bike Racks
Patrol bikes and lost or stolen bikes can be stored efficiently and kept easily accessible on Spacesaver bike racks, giving you back valuable space in your property room or other areas of your department.

UWR ™ Storage Systems
The most flexible, space-efficient weapons security storage system available, the Spacesaver UWR Storage System keeps weapons of various lengths and types easily accessible, so your SWAT teams can mobilize quickly and efficiently when needed.

GEAR.
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Maintain security and control.
From evidence to weapons to resources, our space-optimizing storage systems deliver integrity and efficiency throughout your lab.

A crime lab’s storage challenges are many and varied. You must preserve the integrity of the evidence in your custody. Store items such as weapons, ammunition and CDs safely and securely. Allow only authorized personnel access to evidence. Facilitate documentation of evidence handling at every step up to final disposition.

We can help, with a wide range of systems for every area of your lab and every phase of your operations. Spacesaver High-Density Mobile Storage (HDMS) Systems, for example, can securely store firearms, evidence and archives in just half the space of stationary shelving.

DSM Standard Evidence Lockers
Ideal for storing trace and biological evidence, non-pass-thru evidence lockers can be customized to fit under forensic scientists’ desks for extra security and space savings. Evidence that has been tested and analyzed can be placed inside the lockers, and when locked, can only be accessed by authorized personnel.

DSM Evidence Refrigerators
Handling critical, temperature-sensitive biological evidence presents special challenges. Our evidence refrigerators maintain a preset controlled temperature of 38º-42º F (3º-5.5º C) to keep evidence preserved and secure.
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RESULTS.

HDMS Systems
A mechanical-assist HDMS System stores virtually every kind of ammunition or lab supplies known. This unit features eight-inch-deep custom shelves, versus traditional shelf sizes, to conserve space.

DSM Drying Cabinets
Designed for blood and biological evidence, these controlled access drying cabinets provide improved air circulation for safe drying prior to long- or short-term storage.
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Court clerks may get hundreds of requests daily for active files from judges, attorneys and the public. Quite possibly, your stored records and files are scattered throughout different rooms on multiple floors of your courthouse, making locating and retrieving files cumbersome and inefficient.

Spacesaver can help you manage your files and records in easily accessible storage areas. Our High-Density Mobile Storage (HDMS) Systems, for example, are ideal for storing open, closed and archived case files and court records. Available in powered, mechanical-assist or manual configurations, Spacesaver HDMS Systems can double your file storage capacity in a given space. Eliminate the need for space-eating conventional filing cabinets. Keep your records organized and accounted for. Even improve your workflow and productivity.

Spacesaver can help you with your other storage challenges, too, like secure short-term evidence handling. DSM non-pass-thru evidence lockers provide failsafe temporary storage that’s completely secure and accessible only by authorized court personnel – so evidence can be retrieved quickly and easily when it’s called for in court.

Courthouses all over are struggling with a common problem: the explosion in the volume of records and files generated by cases coming through their courts. Highly efficient Spacesaver storage systems provide the winning solutions you need.
THE COURTHOUSE.

HDMS Systems
Open, active case files — kept in StoreFront ™ sorter units on the ends of a Spacesaver HDMS System’s carriages — can be located and pulled quickly and easily.

DSM Standard Evidence Lockers
Keeping the chain of custody intact with non-pass-thru evidence lockers continues to be crucial when a case goes to trial.
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More crimes.  
More convictions.  
More prisoners.  
Same space.  
At Spacesaver, we can help you stretch the space you have – with systems that deliver optimum storage efficiency and maximum security.

As prisons and jails reach – and exceed – their designed capacity levels, it’s more challenging than ever to store items in secure and efficient ways.

Ideal for storing everything from records to inmates’ personal effects to linens, Spacesaver HDMS Systems make the most of your limited space. By eliminating wasted aisle space, HDMS Systems let you double the storage capacity of your original space, or turn that space into productive work areas. Available in powered, mechanical-assist or manual configurations, HDMS Systems offer security features to help you prevent theft and control access to information, supplies and equipment. And they help maximize your return on your investment, while minimizing your storage footprint.

UWR™ Storage Systems

In an emergency, weapons and Inert Team gear need to be accessible quickly and easily. Spacesaver’s UWR Storage System gives you just that. It’s the premier weapons storage system available today. Designed by the military, it features flexible configurations, maximum security, the versatility to store weapons of any type and size, and a compact footprint that fits just about anywhere.
FrameWRX Storage Systems
The unique versatility of our modular FrameWRX Storage System brings unlimited storage flexibility to prison workshops, medical and activity areas. Custom tailor the system to your needs with infinite combinations of bins, trays, pegs and even built-in work surfaces.

General Supply & Bulk Item Storage
Uniforms, linens, sports equipment, bulk food and paper products, and much more can be stored easily and efficiently on rugged Spacesaver shelving systems.

Inmate Files and Records Storage
From active and inactive inmate classification records to medical files, Spacesaver HDMS Systems and Rotary Storage Systems (not pictured) help you keep pace with a growing glut of paperwork – in just a fraction of the space of conventional drawer filing systems.
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STORAGE SECURED.

From collar to conviction.™
Spacesaver has the expertise and products to provide you with secured and effective storage solutions at every phase of the public safety process.
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Law enforcement agencies use our systems to keep evidence secure, weapons accessible, and a diversity of items well organized. In the crime lab, Spacesaver solutions help maintain the integrity and security of evidence throughout its analysis.

Case files and records are kept conveniently at hand in our courthouse storage products. And Spacesaver systems can be found throughout correctional facilities, storing everything from guards’ weapons and gear, to inmates’ uniforms and personal effects, to bulk items of every type.
